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0. Introduction 
The notion of seminormalization appeared first in the work of Andreotti and 
Norguet [3] and Andreotti and Bombleri [2] in the context of some classification 
problems in analytic and algebraic geometry. It was noticed that, roughly speaking, 
if one normalizes a curve or more generally an arbitrary noetherian reduced scheme 
in some finite extension, then too many points split up. In order to remi;dy this 
one may glue together again these points. The schemes (or rings) one thus obtains 
are said to be seminormal. They have been studied extensively during the last 
decade, cf. [1,9,12,13,17,18,19]. Another point which has to be stressed is that 
seminormality provides an answer to a problem put forward by Bass and Murthy 
in [8]: which rings R have the property that for any finite set of variables T the 
Picard groups of R and R[T] are canonically isomorphic. Modulo some (very mild) 
supplementary conditions on R, it may be shown that the rings one looks for are 
exactly those which are seminormal, cf. [9,12,19]. 
Now, in [5,6,7,23] the notion of 3 noncommutative curve is introduced and 
studied in the framework of algebraic geometry associated to PI rings; it is defined 
locally as the maximal ideal spectrum G(R) of a PI ring R which has Krult dimension 
1 and which is affine over a fixed algebraically closed field k. One may ask in this 
case ‘too how curves behave under normalization. Of course, although strictly 
speaking, it makes no sense to speak of the seminormalization of R in this case (due 
to the fact that there is no decent notion of integral closure), one here studies the 
behaviour of R (or Q(R)!) within a fixed integral extension, for example its central 
integral closure, cf. [ 151. In a subsequent paper we will show how Traverso’s result 
(191 mentioned above may be generalized in the framework of PI rings. Here we 
will introduce and study the notion of seminormalization for PI rings. In particular, 
we derive, how seminormal PI rings may be obtained by successive glueings over 
prime ideals, in the sense of [19] or [24] for the noncommutative counterpart. We 
wiE1 restrict in f-his note to left noetheri;;n affine prime PI algebras of dimension 1 
and integral overrings of R which are extensions (in the sense of Procesi’s [14]). 
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Although this is a severe restriction and our results may be derived in more 
generality, this set-up will be sufficient to include the applications we have in mind, 
i.e. the behaviour of Picard groups under polynomial extensions. 
1. Generalities 
1.1. A ringmorphism 9 : R-4 is called an extension (in the sense of Procesi [ 141) 
whenever S is generated by Z,(S) = {s E S; VIE R,q~(r)s = jrli(r)) for the induced 
R-module structure. If S is generated by its center Z(S) then we speak of a central 
extension. If cp: R-4 is an extension then 9 maps Z(R) into Z(S). Recall from [7] 
that a ringmorphism 9 : R-G is integral if each SE S satisfies a manic relation of 
the form S” = c 127, where nli are monomials in s and elements of v(R), of degree 
less than II in s. It is clear that we may restrict to injective integral morphisms. If 
cp is an integral extension, then dim R = dim S. Moreover, any extension induces a 
continuous morphism Spec(S)-+Spec(R), and if 9 is integral, then this map is 
injective. 
1.2. If 9 is an arbitrary ringmorphism, then in general it does not induce a con- 
tinuous map as above. Assume from now on all rings to be affine over an 
algebraically closed field k and satisfying a polynomial identity. To 9 : R-6 we may 
then associate a correspondence as follows: if M is a maximal ideal of S, then 
9 ‘(lW) is contained in a finite number of maximal ideals {M,, . . . , M,,} of R. To 
cp one associates the correspondence ‘9: s2(S)1+ SZ(R I : Mr--~7 (M,, . . . , M,,}. Note 
that ‘9 is continuous in the sense that for U open in C?(R) we have (“9)-- ‘(U) = 
{Md2(S’); cpm’(M)fW#O} is open. If 9 i, injective, then the image of Q(S) in 
R(R) is dense. Of course, if 9 is an extension, theI, “9 is single-valued and 
(“9)(M) =I 9 l(M). Let us also note that if 9: R-G is an injective integral ring 
morphism, then ‘9 is surjective, cf. [7]. This means that for all M&(R) we may 
find N&&S) such that Me(“(P)(N). Finally, note that if Rz S”- T are ring 
morphisms with I,U injective and ly9 integral, then 9 is integral too. 
1.3. Proiposition. If R c Tc S with R c S ON integrai .worphism with the property 
fhut _fiw all PE L!(S) we have Pi3 R E G!(R), then the induced correspondence 
.I’: Q( 7-j -- Q(R) is single- valued and f(M) = Mn R for aN M E l2( T ). 
Proof. Pick QE$&T) and consider P3QfW, then we show that P= QnR as 
foilow~. Since TC S is integral, there i: a Q, E n(S) with Q> QI fl T. Now consider 
Q, r‘r K = (Q, n T)n Rc Qn Rc P where Q1 (I R and P lie in l&R). It follows that 
Q,fW=P, hence QnR=P. Ll 
! . 2 . .WWW R to be prime and left noetherian and let RC SC Q(R) be a finite left 
R-module, then 5 is ilitcgral over R. Indeed, just as in the commutative case, look 
at 1 hc Idt K-module generated by (s” : N E IN } for any SE S. Moreover, if S is 
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generated by { qt , l . l , q,) over R, then wz may find a cental c in R with cq,E R ffor 
all 1 sd~~~rn, so &CR. But we also have that See R, since qac= cq,, as 
Z(R) E Z(Q(R)), hence ScS= V is a common ideal of R and S, which is finitely 
generated on both sides. Under the same assumptiou we have Q(R)=Q(S), ff’or 
obvious reasons. It follows that dim R = dim S, since S is also affine, being finite 
over R, so dim R = tr.degk Z(Q(R)) = trAegk Z(Q(S)) = dim S, cf. [14,15]. 
1.5. We will not go into the details of noncommutative symmetric localization here, 
but refer the reader to [20,23] for full details and information. Let us only recall 
the following. Assume R to be prime (for simplicity’s sake). For each PE Spec(R) 
we define .i/(R - P) to be the filter of left R-ideals generated by the ideals 1 of R 
with IQP. We then put 
QR- p(R)= I@ Hom(l, R), 
IE _*(K - p) 
where homomorphisms are left R linear. If R possesses a classical ring of fractions, 
e45, if R satisfies a polynomial identity, or more generally, by putting 
Q(R) = QR _&R), then it is easily verified that there is a canonical R-algebra 
isotnorphism 
QR-p(R)={qcQ(R);=EY(R-P),IqcR}. 
Anyway, even in the general situation one may endow QR__p(R) with a ring struc- 
ture extending that of R in the obvious way. moreover, one easily checks that there 
is a canonical inclusion jR _ p : R+Q,-p(R) and that Z(Q,-p(R)) =Z,(Q,--p(R)). 
Finally, we define QF_ ,(R) = RZR(QR_ p(R)), endowed with the obvious map 
jgi_ p : R-Q!_ p(R). By definition jb’ R_ p (which we will also denote by j,_. or 
j, when no ambiguity arises) is then an extension, we will refer to it as the localiz- 
ing extension at P. One of the main results in [23] may now be stated as: 
1.6. Proposition. Let R bc a left noetherian prime PI algebra and P a prime ideal 
of R, then there exists a canonical ring extension 
nR,p: QF-+(R)+kR(P)=: Q(R/P) 
with the property that 
1.7 e Proposition. Let R c T be prime PI rings and Q E Spec( T). If Z( R) C Z(T) und 
P= Qfl R E Spec(R), then there is a unique ring morphism Q&p(R)-+QF__Q(T) 
extending the i&usion. 
Proof. The fact that Z(R)cZ(T) guarantees that Q(R)CQ(T). Now, if 
EZ(Q,_,(R)), then f or some sgP we have sRqCR. But sRq=sqR, as 
i(QK_P(R))= ZR(QR_p(R)). So sqTc T as well. Now, Z(QR_p(R))cZ(Q(R))C 
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Z(Q(T)), hence sTqc T. Moreover, .Y@‘, for otherwise s@nR= P. This .hows 
that 
Q:-p(R)=WdQ R-PUWC TZ,(QT-~<T))=Q~-~(R). 
Finally, assume that both ~1,~2: QF_p(R)-+QF-Q(T) extend i: R+T, and that 
pI #+, then we may find q&ZR(QF_p(R)) with ~1(q)#~2(q). By definition, there 
is SE R - P such that sRqc R, hence sR(g+(q) - (p2(q)) = 0 by R-linearity. Since ob- 
viously w, maps Z,(QF_fl(R)) into ZR(Qbi T_Q(T)), it follows as above that 
sT(pI (Q) - p,(q)) = 0 as well. But seQ, so co1(q)-(P2(4)EQT-QQ~-Q(T)=0, 
where or 3 is the idempotent kernel functor associated with Y(T- Q). This 
finishes the proof. 1 
2. Seminormalization 
2.1. in [I91 Traverso studied the following situatiun. Let R be a noetherian reduced 
ring and S a finite integral extension of R, then (for geometrical reasons) one w;c;nts 
to find a largest intermediate ring RC TcS with the following properties: 
(2.1.1) for each &Spec(R) there is a unique @Spec(T) with QnR=P. 
(2.12) for these P and Q the canonical morphism k&P)-+kT(Q) is an 
isomorphism. 
Here k,(P) i:; the field of fractions of R/P. It appears that such an intermediate 
ring esists and may be characterized as the set of all s E S with the property that for 
all PE Spec(R) we have sP E I‘hp + J(&). Here sp is the canonical image of s in SP. 
Since WC will be primarily concerned Gt h maximal ideals in the noncommutative 
setting we will have to rephrase this somewhat. Note of course that working with 
maximal ideals only is no real restriction as R is affine, hence the canonical map 
C?(R)-+Spec(R) is a quasi-homeomorphism, i.e. open subsets of both spaces corres- 
Fond bijectively. Evert hing is thus completely determined by the closed points of 
Spec(R), i.e. precisely the maximal ideals. Let us first state the following (com- 
mutative) lemma: 
2.2. hnma. If B is integral over A then for each yrirne icieal P of A we have 
r:l.d(Br4 = n { rad(&); Q E §pec(B), Qn A = P}. 
Proof. First, since B is integral over A, it is well known that BP is integral over 
.-II,. Let S be the multiplicative subset A - P of B, then every Q’E Spec(B,) is of the 
form Q”= QB, for some QE Spec( B) with RnS = 0. If Q is maximal with this pro- 
perty, then Q is a maximal ideal of Bp. Now, if M is a maximal ideal of BP then 
MWI,. is maximal in A p, since BP is integral over Ap, i.e. MI7 AP = PAP= Fe. It 
follow3 that (Mn B)flA = (Mn A&n A = P, whif:h in view of the foregoing implies 
that the maximal ideals of B,, are exactly the QBp, where QnA = P. But, since 
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(BP)QB~ =B , it follows what Bp= n { BQ; QfL4 = P} and so we find indeed that 
rad(Bp) = A {rad(BQ); QE Spec(B), QnA = P}. Cl 
2.3. Corollary (of the proof). Under the same assumptions we have 
J(B,)=n{J(BQ); QeSpec(B) and QfU =P}. Cl 
Let RC S be as in 2.1 and let us denote by +R the largest subring T of S satisfy- 
ing (2.1.1) and (2.1.2). If R=+ R then we say that R is seminormal in S, in general1 
we call + R the seminormalization f R in S. 
2.4. Let us now generalize the notion of seminormalization to the noncommutative 
case, the definition we give is not completely analogous to the commutative one, 
although it coincides with it in the affine case. For simplicity’s sake let RC S be a 
finite extension with SC Q(R). An intermediate ring R c TC S is called seminormal 
over R in S if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(2.4.1) for all PE IR(R) there is a unique QE sZ(T) lying over P; 
(2.4.2) the induced morphism kR(P)+kT(Q) is an isomorphism. 
We will assume R to be a prime PI algebra affine over an algebraically closed field 
and left noetherian. It follows that T has these properties too. If T is maximal with 
these properties, then T is called the seminormalization f R in S and it is then 
denoted by :R if no ambiguity arises. We will see below that the seminormaliza- 
tion of R exists and give an exact description of it. If S is the cental integral closure 
of R, i.e. S is obtained from R by adjoining to it all elements of Q(Z(R)) which are 
integral over R, then the corresponding seminormalization is called the cent& 
seminormalization of R. If R = :R then we call R seminormal in S. 
2.5. Let R C S be an extension where R is left noetherian and let P E a(R) and Q 
a maximal ideal of S lying over P, i.e. Qn R = P, then we have defined in 1.6 a 
canonical morphism ~c~,Q:QE!_Q(S)+~~(Q). Since both S and Qii_+(R) are 
included in Qs_ Q(S), cf. (1.7), it makes sense to let ns, Q act on elements contained 
in one of these rings. We then define :R’ ;o consist of all s E S with the property 
that for any PE Q(R) there is an r E QF_ p(R) such that r-s E n { Kers, Q : Q E G(S) 
and QnR=P}. 
2.6. Proposition. With the above notations fsR’ is seminormal over R in S. 
Proof. Choose PE Q(R) and assume that there are F”’ and P” in G)( ;R’) lying over 
P, Choose Q’ and Q” lying over P’ and P”. This may be realized to the fact th,at 
~R’cS if; again an integral extension. Choose SE ZR’ in P’, then we want to show 
that s E PI”. By definition we may write s = r + y where r E QF_ p(R) and y E Ker TIN, Q 
for all Q lying over P in S. In particular we have that s E Q’. Look at the composed 
map S--+@_ Qt(S)-+S/Q’= k,(Q’), then 0 = ns, Q’(s) = nLs, Q’(r) -k ns, Q’(y). Since (2’ 
lies over P it follows that z s, &) = 0 by definition, hence in particular 7ts, Q’(r) = 0. 
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In particular, we may choose r=O. Indeed, in the following diagram 
we have that jls R, p(r) = 0 since n S,O’(‘) =o, so 7r R, &) = 0. Choose Q over P in s 
and consider the same diagram with Q’ replaced by Q. Then zR, &) = 0 implies 
ns, &-) = 0 for all Q over P, i.e. IT Ker zs, Q for all Q. Finally, since we thus have 
sEn{Ker7rs,q;QESE(S) and QnR=P} we find that s E $R’nQ”, i.e. SE P” as 
asserted. 
Let us now consider the second property of semmormality. Consider Q lying over 
P in R, let SER’ then s=r-t y with ~EQ~‘_~(R) and yEKers,Q for all Q over P. 
Look at the following diagram: 
which exists by the very fact th&t the assumptions in 1.7 are fulfilled. Now 
h E k ;H (P’) is of the form +(s) for some s= r+ y as above. It follows 
It = n&s) = jnp(r) 4 T+(Y) = j:+(r), hence j is surjective. El 
2.7. Proposition. Let R c S be as above, then for any R’ seminormal over R 
rr’e base R 'C _i R I. 
any 
that 
in S 
Proof. Suppose we may find PER’ with se :R’, then there exists a P&(R) with 
the property that for any rE QR p(R) we may find Q lying over P in S such that 
x,. @- r)+O. It is clear that for all such Q we have QnR’= P’, the unique 
maximal ideal of R’ lying over P. Consider the following diagram: 
Qs;’ ,>cR) -7 Qii. &,R’) -B QL:‘- @) 
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Our assertions just say that for k = n~j, &(s) there is no SE Q&,(R) with 
qzRI &) = k. Indeed, its, O(S) = &-r R’, Pt,hd) = t(k) aand RS, Q@) = <(vR, P(T)), the 
injectivity of r yielding the assertion. But, since nR,p is surjective, P being 
maximal, it follows that this leads to a contradiction. This proves the assertion. 0 
2.8. Corollary. With R C S as before, i R’ is the seminormalization of R in S. 0 
2.9. Corollary. Seminormality is transitive in the obvious sense. q 
2.10. Lemma. Let RCS be as before and let C= (rE R; SrSC R} be the conductor 
of R in S. If R is seminormal in S, then we have C= rads C. 
Proof. Let D = rads C and pick PE a(R). If P> C, choose Q in sZ(S) lying over P, 
then CC Q hence DC Q. But then DCKer ns,Q for all these Q. If Cc P, then 
DC SC QF_ p(S). Now, note that Cc P implies that QF_ p(S) = QF_p(R). Indeed, 
if q E QR_ p(S) then by definition there is IQ: P in R with Iqc: S as S is prime hence 
OR _ p-torsion-free. But then Clqc CS = CC: R, i.e. q E QR _ p(R) as CTQ P. On the 
other hand, it is obvious that Q R _ p(R) C QR _ p(Sj by left exactness of localization, 
hence QR- p(R) = QR_P(S) and a fortiori QF_ p(S) = Qg_ p(R). So, in each case we 
obtain that DC QF_p(R) + n Ker zs, Q, i.e. DC :R = R. As C is the largest S-ideal 
contained in R, it follows that C= D. Cl 
3. The structure of seminormal curves 
3.1. Let us recall some generalities on the glueing of points. The commutative 
notion has been treated in [ 18,19]. For its noncommutative counterpart we refer to 
[24]. Let us start in full generality, i.e. i : R +S is an injective morphism of prime 
PI rings and P is a maximal ideal of R with the property that there is a finite number 
V ,. . , P,,} of maximal ideals of S lying over P, in the strong sense, i.e. PJI R = P 
for!; L ~5 n. Note that we do not exclude a priori that there are other prime ideals 
of S lyirig over P. Denote by Ei : S+S/Pi the canonical map and let E = @Ei : S+ 
0, S/Pi. Write d i : kR(P)*ks(Pi) for the canonical inclusion induced by Pi over 
theinclusirn R-Sandlet d=@di:k~(P)+@ks(Pi). Let D={~ES;E(S)EI~~}. 
We will c.all D to be the ring obtained from S by glueing over P. 
3.2. Let 1;; describe some of its features. Clearly L) maps into k,(P) in the obvious 
way. u thus obtain a commutative diagram 
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One easily shows that p is surjective and that Q = n, Pi is maximal in D. The 
ideals P,, . . . , P,, are the o:rly prime ideals of S lying over P. Moreover, if 
P’ESpec(S) and P’$ {P,, ..m, P,>. Then P’fW is a prime ideal of D and P’ is the 
only prime ideal of S lying over it. On the other hand, Q is the only maximal ideal 
of D lying -over P. Now, if P’@ {P,, . . . , P,} then one may show that 
Qp.oD(D)= Q&S) (by abuse of notation), so it follows in particular that 
Q(D)= Q(S) and that for P’ as above kD(P’fW) = k,(P’). It thus follows that D 
is seminormal in S. We may apply this in particular for an inclusion RcS of 
noetherian affine prime PI rings as in the foregoing paragraph. Let us now show 
that actually all seminormal subrings of S are obtained in this way. 
3.3. Theorem. Let R be a left noetherian affine prime PI algebra of Krull dimen- 
sion 1 and S c Q(R) a finite extension of R, then the following are equivalent: 
(3.3.1) R is seminormal in S; 
(3.32) there is a sequence R=S,,CS,,_~C~*=CS~=S, where each Si+l is 
obtained from Si by giueing over some P E Q(R); 
(3.3.3) R is an intersection of rings obtained from S by glueing over maximal . 
ideals of R. 
Proof (l)*(2). Indeed, let C be the conductor of S in R, then 
Li(C)= {P&?(R); P>C} is finite. Pick PE I/R(C) and let (Qt,...,Q,,} be the 
primes of S lying over P. If we glue over P, then we obtain a ring RCS, CS wnich 
has the same properties as S (except that it is not necessarily an extension). If 
Qd?(S) and Qe {Q,, . . . . Q,J , then Q is the only prime of S lying over Qn St and 
k,<.(Qn S, I= k,(Q). Moreover, there is a unique prime ideal P’ in SI lying over P 
and if ,u:S1 -k,(P) denotes the canonical map then it induces an isomorphism 
ks,(P’) =p(S,) = kR(P). Let Ct be the conductor of St in R, then CCC,, so 
VH (C, ) c VK (C) and the inclusion is strict since P$ VH(CI ). Since prime ideals of St 
intersect o prime ideals of R by 1.5 although RCS1 is not necessarily an extension, 
it is now clear how we may argue inductively to obtain a chain 
RcS,cS,,_. lc~.x30=S 
where we have glued over all PE VR(C). If then follows that Sn is seminormal ovet 
R in S, but then R =S,, since R is seminormal by assumption. 
(2) = (1) This is obvious, since each S[, + l is seminormal in Sp by its very COII- 
struction, and we may apply 2.9. 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) will follow from 3.4 below. This finishes the 
proof. L-1 
3.4. Lemma. 1-41 R and S be as before and /et P and Q be maximal ideals of R. 
Let Lr and V be obtained by ghreing over P resp. Q in S and let W be obtained by 
gluring ovet- Q in I/, then W= Un V. 
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Proof. The rings U and V are obtained by the pull-back diagrams 
u -- k,(P) 6’ - k&Q) 
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s- OkS(P,) S - Ok,(Qj) 
where {P, , . . ..Pn} resp. {Q1, l , Q,,} are the maximal ideals of S lying over P resp. 
Q. Let Qj= Qjf’7 0 be the corresponding primes of U, then the Qj and Qj corres- 
pond bijectively and the Qj are exactly the primes of U lying over Q. So W is 
defined by the pull-back diagram 
w - h(Q) 
But the properties of glueing mentioned above, we have that kU(Qi)= ks(Qj) for 
each 1 sjrm and the conclusion follows. 
3.5. Note (The geometric case.) As we pointed out before our presentation is not 
the most general one, even in the case of PI algebras of Krull dimension 1. Let us 
show how similar results may be obtained for another type of morphism, the so- 
called geometric morphisms introduced by Artin and Schelter in [6]. If R c S is an 
arbitrary morphism of rings, then it is clear how one should define the semi- 
normalization of R in S if it exists! Assume that the inclusion is geometric. Recall 
from [6] that a morphism between affine PI algebras over an algebraically closed 
field, say cp :R -+S is geometric f for each A& a(S) we have p-‘(M) E Q(R) and ~0 
induces an isomorphism R/@‘(M) = S/A4. It follows that prime ideals then restrict 
to prime ideals of the same PI degree. In particular if S is prime, then so is R and 
they have the same PI degree. If S has Krml dimension 1 then so has R and 
Z(R)C Z(S). Assume that S is a finite left R-module, and that R is left noetherian, 
then S is left noetherian and so is any intermediate ring RC TCS, which is then 
automatically affine too. Moreover, the inclusion TC S is now an integral geometric 
morphism, allowing us to mimic the proof of 2.6. The reader will easily check that 
all ingredients of the proof of 3.3 stil hold in the geometric situation, hence if R C S 
is a finite geometric morphism of prime PI algebras with R left noetherian affine 
arid C of Cull dimension 1, then the statements of (3.3.1), (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) are 
equivalent. 
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